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Thimble Monkey Superstar
April 2016  £5.99  160pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-910080-34-4 (paperback)  978-1-910080-35-1 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press.

First in the Thimble Monkey Superstar series
Shortlisted for the Laugh Out Loud Awards 2017
Selected for the Reading Agency’s Summer Reading Challenge 2017 and Toppsta’s 
Summer Reading Guide 2017

Life’s never boring now Jams and his family have a monkey to look after. Jams uses 
a walker because of his cerebral palsy but it’s Dad that has trouble keeping up with 
Thimble.

February
2020

Jon Blake’s 
previous books 
include the 
bestselling 
You’re a Hero 
Daley B, Stinky 
Fingers’ House 
of Fun and The 
Last Free Cat. 

Martin Chatterton’s own books 
include Monster and Chips (OUP) 
and some of the Middle School 
books with James Patterson. 
He has illustrated many books, 
including stories by Julia Donaldson 
and Tony Bradman. 

Thimble Wonga Bonkers
Jon Blake, illustrator Martin Chatterton
February 2020  £5.99  168pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-913102-10-4 (paperback)  978-1-913102-11-1 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press.

Third in the Thimble Monkey Superstar series

When Mum goes away for the week, Jams, Dad and Thimble are left 
with just thirty quid for groceries. Dad makes a shopping list – but when 
Thimble gets hold of the supermarket trolley, everything goes bananas!
 Soon the intrepid trio are so desperate they will do anything for money 
... anything!

Will Dad end up selling his soul to make ends meet, or can Jams and his 
monkey pal save the day?

Thimble Holiday Havoc
November 2017  £5.99  164pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-910080-66-5 (paperback)
978-1-910080-67-2 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press.

Second in the Thimble Monkey Superstar series

When Mum organises a house-swap holiday to 
France, what could possibly go wrong?

Hilarious! Another 
great book from a 
great author and 
illustrator!
Tony Bradman 

Jennifer Killick did a Creative 
Writing MA at Brunel 
University, which is where 
she first got the idea for The 
Really Big Stink. She lives in 
Uxbridge, in a house full of 
children and animals. 
All three Alex Sparrow 
titles have been selected 
for the Summer Reading 
Challenge.

March
2020

Crater Lake
Jennifer Killick
March 2020  £6.99  242pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-20-3 (paperback)  978-1-913102-21-0 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Welcome to Crater Lake: the Year Six school trip where your first day 
just might be your last… 

Maybe it’s the bloodstained man who tries to stop the coach. Maybe 
it’s the absence of welcoming staff, but something is definitely not 
right at Crater Lake Activity Centre.
 
Then, at night, things get much, much stranger… Lance and his 
friends, Chets, Katja, Big Mak and Adrianne, find themselves in a fight 
for survival and must work together to defeat a swarm of enemies.
 
But whatever happens they must never, ever, fall asleep!

Mo, Lottie and
the Junkers
April 2019  £6.99
304pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-92-4 (paperback)
978-1-910080-93-1 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Selected for the Summer Reading 
Challenge 2019

Mo Appleby’s ordered life is turned upside 
down when he and his mum move in with 
his new stepdad and stepsisters. But there 
is much worse going on in Mo’s old house 
across the road.

Untitled-1   1 09/05/2017   16:10

Firefly Press

‘I thought I’d seen 
everything in this 
job,’ said the PC. 

‘But I’ve never seen 
a monkey chop 

down a telegraph 
pole.’

Alex Sparrow and
the Furry Fury
May 2018  £6.99  308pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-74-0 (paperback)
978-1-910080-75-7 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Alex Sparrow and
the Really Big Stink
Jennifer Killick
May 2017  £6.99  250pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-56-6 (paperback)
978-1-910080-57-3 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Alex Sparrow and
the Zumbie Apocalypse
September 2019  £6.99  286pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-04-3 (paperback)
978-1-913102-05-0 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Selected for the Summer Reading 
Challenge 2020

Third in the Alex Sparrow series, this Christmas
middle-grade story sees the ‘Zumbies’ on the 
loose in Cherry Tree Lane.

The perfect balance of 
creepy, gross and funny.
Library Girl and Book Boy

Just the right sort of scary and spirited, 
with plenty of Killick’s trademark 
humour. Fiona Noble, The Bookseller 
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Tulip Taylor
Anna Mainwaring
June 2019  £7.99  292pp  12+ fiction
978-1-910080-97-9 (paperback)  978-1-910080-98-6 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth c/o Firefly Press
Translation c/o Anne Clark Literary Agency

I’m a Celebrity meets Pride and Prejudice for teens. A warm-hearted and funny 
feminist page-turner for our social-media-controlled times.

Challenged to go on a ‘survival’ reality TV show, fifteen-year-old make-up vlogger 
Tulip only accepts to escape her mother’s money-making schemes and protect 
her younger brother and sister. Set up to fail, can Tulip leave her phone behind 
and prove to the TV show, the cute but annoying boy who got her on there and 
– most importantly – to herself, that she’s more than just a pretty face? As things get dangerous Tulip finds 
resources she never knew she had to take on the elements and win. But that still leaves her mother… 

April
2020

Cover artist Niki Pilkington 
is based in Los Angeles. 
With 63k Instagram 
followers for her highly 
charged, trend-inspired 
fashion portraits, her client 
list includes Topshop, Ted 
Baker, Sir Paul McCartney 
& MTV.

Rebel with a Cupcake
Anna Mainwaring
April 2020  £7.99  240pp  15+ fiction
978-1-913102-27-2 (paperback)  978-1-913102-28-9 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth c/o Firefly Press
Translation c/o Anne Clark Literary Agency

To eat or not to eat – is that even a question?
Jesobel Jones is bold and beautiful. She sees no need to apologise for 
her rambling house, her imperfect family, her single status ... or her weight. 
Jess makes her own cupcakes and she eats them, too. That is until Own 
Clothes Day, when a wardrobe malfunction leaves Jess exposed, and a 
mean girl calls her the one thing that’s never bothered her before: fat.

Anna Mainwaring read The Lord of the 
Rings when she was seven and hasn’t 
stopped reading since. After studying 
English Literature she spent a brief 
time as a banker before realising this 
was a bad choice for someone who 
is number dyslexic and became an 
English teacher. She lives in Cheshire, 
UK, with her family. 

A hilarious and inspiring read - underpinned 
by truths about stereotype-busting and the 
power of taking risks. Rachel Mcintyre

Funny, clever, compulsively 
readable. I absolutely loved 
this novel. Louisa Reid

Wilde
Eloise Williams - Children’s Laureate Wales
May 2020  £6.99  224pp  9-12 fiction
978-1-913102-18-0 (paperback)  978-1-913102-19-7 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights (ex Canada), Firefly Press
Translation rights c/o The Viney Agency

Wilde is desperate to fit in at her new school, but strange things keep 
happening. Are the birds really following her? What is the secret about 
her mother? The intense heatwave is putting everyone on edge. During 
rehearsals for the school play, telling the story of a witch called Winter, pupils 
start receiving frightening ‘curses’ signed by ‘The Witch’. Can Wilde find out 
who is sending them before everybody blames her. Or will she always be the 
outsider?

Gaslight
Eloise Williams
April 2017  £6.99  196pp  9-12 fiction
978-1-910080-54-2 (paperback)  978-1-910080-55-9 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

Shortlisted for the Tir na n’Og Welsh Children’s Book Award
Wales Arts Review Young People’s Book of the Year

1899. All Nansi knows is that she was fished out of Cardiff docks with no memories, 
the same day her mother disappeared. Now she works at the Empire Theatre, 
looking for a way to find her mother, and save herself.

Eloise Williams 
worked in 
the theatre in 
wardrobe, then 
studied Drama. 
After working for 
over ten years as 
an actress, she 
studied for a Masters in Creative 
Writing at Swansea University. She 
was named Wales’ first Children’s 
Laureate in September 2019.

May
2020

Elen’s Island
Eloise Williams
Illustrated by Gabby Grant
March 2015  £5.99  144pp  7-9 fiction  B&W illustrations
978-1-910080-20-7 (paperback)  978-1-910080-21-4 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

When Elen is sent to stay for the summer with her 
grandmother, she is FURIOUS.

You’ll fall in 
love with the 
feisty Elen, her 
phenomenal gran 
and a magical 
island.
Stevie Davies

‘A beautiful and funny tale of friendship, 
lust, hunger and satisfaction, with credible 
weakness and just enough optimism and 
humour to sweeten the cupcake. Matt Killeen

Anna Mainwaring writes with 
brilliant humour and has created, 
in my opinion, a younger Bridget 
Jones in Jess.’ Chelley Toy

Seaglass
Eloise Williams
September 2018  £6.99  280pp  9-12 fiction
978-1-910080-80-1 (paperback)
978-1-910080-81-8 (ebook)
UKBC rights c/o Firefly Press

Shortlisted for the Tir na n’Og Welsh Children’s 
Book Award 

Lark struggles on holiday in a lonely caravan site. 
Her mother is ill and her sister has stopped talking. 
Who is the girl in the green dress following them?
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Kate Mallinder lives 
with her husband and 
four children near 
Ashby-de-la-Zouch 
in Leicestershire. She 
grew up in Solihull 
and went to college in 
Leeds.

Summer of no Regrets is a complete 
page turner. Perfect for Jacqueline 
Wilson fans, it is a summer story 
about female friendship, growing up 
and being brave. I loved spending 
summer with the gang! 
Jenny McLachlan

Asking for a Friend
Kate Mallinder
May 2020  £7.99  268pp  12+ fiction
978-1-913102-29-6 (paperback)  978-1-913102-30-2 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press
Translation rights DHH Literary Agency 

A feel-good friendship story from the author of Summer of 
No Regrets 

Agnes, Hattie and Jake travel on the school bus together but don’t 
know each other well. They plan a week in Weston as a ‘study 
break’, but each has their own reasons for wanting to get away. 
Agnes must find her sister, Hattie has fallen out with her friends 
and Jake fears he may be seriously ill. But in one amazing week 
they’ll risk their lives, face their fears, and find out who their friends 
really are.

A wonderful summery, 
happy-ending story about 
friendship. I raced though it.
Perdita Cargill 

May
2020

Summer of No Regrets
Kate Mallinder
May 2019  £7.99  266pp  12+ fiction
978-1-910080-94-8 (paperback)  978-1-910080-95-5 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press 

Four friends pledge to make this summer regret-free but can it 
be that simple? 

After their exams, four sixteen-year-old best friends pledge to live a 
summer regret-free, taking risks however much it scares them.

A diverse, feel-good story of friendship: irresistibly escapist, with a 
strong theme of ‘seize the day’. Handles themes of disability, exam 
pressure and fostering with great sensitivity.  

June
2020

My Name is River
Emma Rea
June 2020  £6.99  304pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-14-2 (paperback)
978-1-913102-15-9 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Dylan’s mum thinks he’s on the school 
Geography trip.
 
Dylan’s teacher thinks he’s at home with flu.
 
In fact, Dylan is 30,000 feet up in the air on 
the way to Brazil.
 
All Dylan wants it to follow in his father’s 
footsteps on their farm in mid-Wales. So 
when he finds out the farm is being snatched 
away by a global pharmaceutical company, 
he can’t just sit back and do nothing. The 
journey to rescue his home takes him way 
out of his comfort zone and deep into the 
heart of the Amazon.
With Floyd, a friend he’s not sure of, and 
Lucia, a street kid armed with a thesaurus 
and a Great Dane puppy, he uncovers dark 
secrets and learns some surprising truths.

Emma Rea lives in London. Her father was a naval officer, so 
she grew up all over the place, but was inspired by a holiday 
to Wales and brought her children up in Powys. Emma worked 
as a tractor driver and a grain-lorry driver, a magazine editor, a 
journalist, a trader in Russian newsprint and cardboard and a 
festival organiser, before she started writing. She is a graduate of 
the Golden Egg Academy; her first book Top Dog, was published 
by Gomer. 
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Lori and Max and the Book Thieves 
Catherine O’Flynn
October 2020  £6.99  202pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-35-7 (paperback)  978-1-913102-36-4 (ebook) 
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

A stolen phone and an unruly dog; a buried lunchbox and an antique 
children’s book. Lori and Max must dig through layers of lies to solve two 
mysteries that affect their friends and families.

Second in the award-listed Lori and Max series from Catherine O’Flynn

Too Dark to See 
Chloë Heuch 
July 2020  £7.99  264pp  15+ fiction
978-1-913102-16-6 (paperback)
978-1-913102-17-3 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

An intense YA novel of love and 
survival

After the death of her mother, 16-year-
old Kay is on a mission to self-destruct, 
risking her friendships, her schoolwork 
and herself in a bid not to feel anything. 
 Needing to save money her father 
moves them to Blackmoss Mountain, to 
Kay’s disgust. But she finds new freedom 
in this barren landscape, befriending the 
semi-wild ponies who live there, and 
meeting Sion, the son of the farmer who 
owns the ponies, who is also roaming the 
mountain to escape home. 
 Sion and Kay are drawn slowly into a 
secret and intense relationship, meeting 
in a ruined cottage on the mountain. But 
when Sion’s terrifying, abusive father 
finally finds them, will Kay lose everything 
again?

Chloë Heuch was born in Taunton and lives on the north 
Wales coast with her partner, two children, dog and 
psychopath cat. Her jobs include working in a children’s 
home, teaching, barwork, and working in the local post 
office. She has a Creative Writing MA from Lancaster 
University. She is a member of SCWBI. Too Dark to See 
is her first novel.

July
2020

Lori and Max Catherine O’Flynn
September 2019  £6.99  224pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-02-9 (paperback)  978-1-913102-03-6 (ebook) 
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

Longlisted for the Branford Boase Award 2020

Lori wants to be a detective but so far the most exciting mystery she has 
solved is the disappearance of her nan’s specs down the side of the sofa. 
Max is the new girl at school and Lori is asked to look after her. Max is odd. 
She doesn’t fit in – but then Lori doesn’t really fit in either.

When some charity money goes missing and Max disappears, Lori seems 
to be the only person who doesn’t think Max has stolen it and run away. 
Even the police don’t want to investigate and suddenly Lori finds she has a 
real crime on her hands. 

Beautifully written from the viewpoints of the two girls, this is a children’s 
crime story that shows the everyday heroics of friendship.

Catherine Flynn’s adult novel 
What Was Lost was the 
winner of the Costa First 
Novel Award, the Newcomer 
Award at the Nibbies, was 
shortlisted for the Guardian 
First Book Award and long-
listed for the Orange and 
Booker prizes.

A wittily told detective story about two 
eccentric and endearing girls - it’s a 
real page-turner. Jacqueline Wilson

This thrilling, funny, 
perceptive detective 
story is in a class of 
its own.
The Times Children’s 
Book of the Week

Their story is strong, 
exhilarating, beautifully 
written and a must-read.
5 stars, Books for Keeps

Classic mystery 
mixes with 
contemporary 
themes … in this 
pacy, gripping 
story.
The Guardian

In this masterful detective 
novel ... she plots with the 
precision of Agatha Christie. 
This is her first book for 
children, and it has all the 
makings of another hit
5 stars, The Telegraph

This is a witty, sharp and 
intelligent detective story 
- an absolute gem.
South China Morning Post / 
Young Post

October
2020
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The Ten Riddles of 
Eartha Quicksmith  
Loris Owen 
September 2020  £6.99  282pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-31-9 (paperback)  978-1-913102-32-6 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press
Translation rights c/o Anne Clark Literary Agency

Ten Riddles. Ten days to solve them… 
 
A thrilling debut, full of danger, magic and 
friendship, first in the Quicksmiths series
 
When Kip Bramley receives a cryptic invitation, 
delivered by a beetle-shaped drone which appears 
to be breathing, he has no idea his world is about 
to change forever.
 
But very soon he finds himself chasing riddles and 
solving puzzles on a crazy treasure hunt set 400 
years earlier by a mysterious genius.  
 
Kip is aided on his mission by new friends and, of 
course, his faithful pet flying squirrel, Pinky. But, as 
things get dangerous, it seems much more is at 
stake for Kip and his family than winning top marks 
at his strange new school...

Welcome to the dazzling new world of 
Quicksmiths, where you will encounter Strange 
Energy, the Mowl, Wormholes, Dark Forces and 
the tantalising riddle of the Ark of Ideas. 

www.quicksmithsinvitesyou.com

September
2020

Loris Owen has lived in Europe, Africa and the Middle East. 
A former communications and content specialist, her home 
is now in Kent where she runs a small business and also 
spends her days hunting for interesting combinations of 
words.  

The Clockwork Crow
Catherine Fisher
October 2018  £6.99  200pp  9-12 fiction
978-1-910080-84-9 (paperback)  978-1-910080-85-6 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press. Sold in the US, Russia, China, Scandinavia and Turkey.

Shortlisted for the Blue Peter Book Awards 2019
Winner of the Tir na n’Og Welsh Children’s Book Awards 2019
Nominated for the Carnegie Medal 2020

A mysterious gothic tale, set in a snow-bound country house. Can Seren Rhys find 
Tomas, the boy who has been lost for a year and a day? An extraordinary MG winter 
story from a world-class fantasy writer.

The Midnight Swan
Catherine Fisher
October 2020  £6.99  224pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-37-1 (paperback)  978-1-913102-38-8 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Third in the award-winning Clockwork Crow series

With an invisible girl, a parliament of owls and a pen that writes 
by itself, the journey to the garden of the Midnight Swan might 
be Seren’s most dangerous adventure yet. 
 
In this third Clockwork Crow adventure, Seren and Tomos must 
try to help the Crow find the way back to his human form. But 
why is Captain Jones enquiring about Seren’s past? How have 
the sinister Fair Family gate-crashed the Midsummer Ball, and 
what is the one desire of the mysterious Midnight Swan?

A marvellous book, and a book of 
marvels, shivery with suspense, snow 
and sinister magic. Amanda Craig 

Full of deep fairytale resonance, Fisher’s 
writing stands out in the mind’s eye like 
blood drops on snow. Guardian 

October
2020

The Velvet Fox
Catherine Fisher
October 2019  £6.99  200pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-913102-08-1 (paperback)
978-1-913102-09-8 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Sequel to the magical Clockwork Crow

After rescuing Tomos from enchantment, orphan Seren Rhys is enjoying her first 
summer at Plas-y-Fran. But as autumn arrives it brings with it a mysterious new 
governess who seems intent on luring Tomos away from Seren and his family.

Catherine Fisher is a 
poet and children’s 
author. Her 
bestselling books 
include The Snow-
Walker trilogy, the 
Oracle trilogy, the 
Incarceron series 
and the Chronoptika 
series.
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Dragon Gold
2014  £5.99  160pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-910080-04-7 (paperback)  978-1-910080-05-4 (ebook)

The Dragon Trilogy 
Shoo Rayner
World rights c/o Firefly Press

In this much-loved series inspired by Arthurian 
legend, Harri makes his own dragon for a school 
project, and begins an extraordinary adventure.

Dragon White
2015  £5.99  124pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-910080-30-6 (paperback)  978-1-910080-31-3 (ebook)

Dragon Red
March 2017  £5.99  144pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-910080-48-1 (paperback)  978-1-910080-49-8 (ebook)

Walker
Written and illustrated by Shoo Rayner
March 2019  £6.99  160pp  7-10 fiction
978-1-910080-90-0 (paperback)  978-1-910080-91-7 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

All Walker wants is a dog, but his mother is allergic to them, so he 
sets up a business walking other people’s dogs – with no idea where they will lead him!

Shoo Rayner began his career as an illustrator 
in a garden shed near Machynlleth. He drew for 
Michael Morpurgo and Rose Impey, but editors 
kept encouraging him to write. Many years, 
and over 200 books later, Shoo, well known for 
his many fast-paced series for newly confident 
readers, has over 268,000 subscribers on his 
two YouTube ‘how to draw’ channels and is a regular at live 
events across the UK.

Monster Max  
Robin Bennett, illustrated by Tom Tinn-Dinsbury 
September 2020  £5.99  176pp  7-9s fiction
978-1-913102-33-3 (paperback)  978-1-913102-34-0 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights Firefly Press

Translation rights Skylark Literary Agency

This is Max, everything normal here. Nothing weird about 
Max ... until he burps.

When Max burps he becomes a huge monster, with teeth 
like swords, who can jump over buildings, roar, and eat 
whole dustbins. It’s great being a monster and saving 
people, his aim being ‘to protect and do good stuff’, unless 
he sneezes when he doesn’t mean to, changes back, and 
finds himself far from home in just his pants.

But something starts causing a lot of damage in their quiet 
suburb, and it isn’t Max. His nemesis, a boy called Peregrine, 
is desperate to catch his first monster with his devilish 
invention, the POOP machine  (Portable Operating Omni 
Prison). Max has to catch the real villain, before Peregrine 
catches him…

September 
2020

Dragonfly 
for 7-9s

A new
Walker 

adventure 
coming in

2021

Grace-Ella:
Witch Camp
Sharon Marie Jones,
illustrated by Adriana Puglisi
October 2019  £5.99
160pp  7-9 fiction
978-1-913102-06-7 (pb)
978-1-913102-07-4 (eb)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Sharon Marie 
Jones was 
born and 
raised in 
mountainous 
North Wales 
– immersed 
in magical folktales of 
giants and fairies. 

Dad’s fumbling fingers pressed redial.
‘Is it an emergency?’ came a dry voice.

‘Yes!’ cried Dad. ‘The monkey. . .
the one in the excavator. . .

he’s heading for the police station!’

‘A funny, delightful book’ 
- Boyd Clack

Life is never boring now that Jams and his family 
have a monkey to look after. Jams and his mum love 

Thimble, but Dad is determined to get rid of him – to 
a zoo, a school, even a demolition site. But when Jams 
and his dad are in mortal danger, Thimble proves once 

and for all why he is a Monkey Superstar!
 

A laugh-out-loud story from the author/illustrator 
team of Little Stupendo, shortlisted for the 

Children’s Book Award.

Dragonfly

Grace-Ella

Sharon Marie Jones
Illustrated by 

Adriana Puglisi

Spells for Beginners

Grace-Ella:
Spells for 
Beginners
Sharon Marie Jones,
illustrated by Adriana Puglisi
September 2016  £5.99
144pp  B&W illustrations
978-1-910080-42-9 (pb)
978-1-910080-43-6 (eb)
World all languages
c/o Firefly Press

‘It all began when the black cat 
strolled into Number 32…’

Grace-Ella is thrilled when Mr Whiskins 
arrives. She’s always wanted a pet. But Mr 

Whiskins has a secret. On the ninth day of the 
ninth month of her ninth year, he tells her: 

Grace-Ella is a witch!

Being a witch is exciting but it isn’t easy. Will 
Grace-Ella’s best friends still want to be friends 

with her? Will she be any good at spells? Can 
she stop the school bully without revealing her 

magic and breaking the witches’ rules?

 ‘A wonderfully witchy brew full 
of magic and mischief ’ 

Tamsyn Murray

Sharon Marie Jones
Illustrated by 

Adriana J Puglisi

Grace-Ella
WITCH CAMP

Grace- Ella  W
ITCH CAMP  

 
       Sharon Marie Jones

Lucy Owen is a 
newsreader for 
BBC Wales and 
presents X-Ray. 

Rebecca 
Harry lives in 
Cardiff and has 
illustrated for Macmillan, Nosy 
Crow and many others.

The Sea House
Lucy Owen, Illustrated by Rebecca Harry
April 2019  £6.99  124pp  5+ fiction
978-1-910080-82-5 (paperback)  978-1-910080-83-2 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

One night grieving nine-year-old Coral cries so much that she fills her 
house with tears. When she wakes, she finds a magical underwater 
world packed with exciting sea creatures, right inside her own home.

Coming soon
Grace Ella:
Pixie Pandemonium

Aged 21 Robin Bennett was all set 
to become a cavalry officer. Aged 21 
and a half he found himself working 
as an assistant grave digger in south 
London wondering where it all went 
wrong. Robin has gone on to start 
and run over more than a dozen 
successful businesses from dog-
sitting to cigars, tuition to translation: 
the list is quite exhausting. Robin is 
married with three young children. He 
spends his time between Pau in the 
Pyrenees and Henley-on-Thames.

Tom Tinn-Dinsbury loves to draw and doodle (except for bicycles, bicycles are really 
hard to draw!) He mainly draws books for children, likes to drink coffee, go to the 
cinema and is always trying to create the perfect sandwich.

He lives in Rugby, Warwickshire with his wife, two sons and is under the constant 
supervision of his grumpy dog, Wilma.
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Aubrey and the Terrible Spiders
Horatio Clare, Illustrated by Jane Matthews
£6.99  220pp  8-12 fiction  B&W illustrations
978-1-913102-12-8 (paperback)  978-1-913102-13-5 (ebook)
World English rights c/o Firefly Press

The third incredible adventure of Aubrey and his animal friends as Aubrey hunts 
for a way to become a warrior for peace and save the world from climate change 
without having to take on all the adults who started this mess in open combat!

Speakers
Nicola Davies
Autumn 2021  £7.99  320pp  13+ fiction
978-1-913102-49-4 (paperback)  978-1-913102-50-0 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

Harlon, her younger brother, Ash, and little sister Xeno, live in a world where 
communicating with animals is not magic, but reality. People with this ability are known 
as Speakers. Once revered, Speakers are now feared by a mechanised age and hunted 
down. When the children show Speaking abilities their parents retreat to a remote 
mountain hide-out, but can Harlon and his family escape the Automators...

A thrilling and topical YA adventure from Book Trust writer in residence and top children’s author Nicola Davies.
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Daydreams and Jellybeans
Alex Wharton 
£6.99  68pp  Poetry  7-12s
978-1-913102-43-2 (paperback)  978-1-913102-44-9 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press.

Alex’s poetry is funny, thoughtful and revels in the natural world. Already an experienced 
performer of poetry for adults and children, his debut collection will delight primary school 
children everywhere. A senior building surveyor when not writing, Alex, from South Wales, 
is the winner of the Rising Stars Poetry Award run in conjunction with Literature Wales 
and Firefly Press. 

Bigfoot Mountain
Roderick O’Grady
£6.99  220pp  8-12 fiction  978-1-913102-41-8 (paperback)  978-1-913102-42-5 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

The recent loss of her mother is made easier for Minnie to bear as the forest shares its secrets. 
Giant footsteps in the wood lead Minnie and her detached stepfather Dan to forge a friendship 
after sharing extraordinary encounters with forest beings.

Roderick O’Grady is an actor and playwright who has worked in London and New York. 
Bigfoot Mountain is his first novel.

The Monster Spotter’s Handbook
written and illustrated by Matt Cherry
£6.99  206pp  5-9 fiction, Dragonfly
978-1-913102-47-0 (paperback)  978-1-913102-48-7 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press.

When the mysterious Monster Spotter’s Handbook is passed down to 
Edwin Spook, the last of the Monster Spotters, a brain boggling world 
of monsters is opened before him. But something is amiss in the 
monster world; there’s a monster catcher about! Can Edwin be the 
one to save this strange but endangered species?  

Matt Cherry grew up writing and drawing about monsters before he 
was told to stop wasting pencils and get a job. He now lives on the 
Kent coast with his wife and two pet children where he still writes and 
draws everyday … only now with a pen.

Litte Horror
Daniel Peak
£6.99  220pp  8-12 fiction
World rights c/o Firefly Press

He may look like a baby, but he has the mind (and attitude) of a teenager. Enough attitude 
to realise it’s best not to let grown-ups in on the secret! But when his life is threatened this 
baby finds himself on the run from a sinister international conspiracy...

A fast-paced and funny children’s debut from Manchester-based Daniel Peak. A BAFTA 
and International EMMY award-winning TV scriptwriter, one of the lead writers on CBBCs 
Horrible Histories and Lee Mack’s Big Night Out, Daniel’s new show, spoof police 
procedural, Code 404 airs in Spring 2020 on Sky and NOW TV.

Grow
Luke Palmer
February 2021  £7.99  304pp  15+ fiction
978-1-913102-39-5 (paperback)  978-1-913102-40-1 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press

A white supremacist group and its violent leader target Josh, who is struggling to cope 
with his father’s recent death. Will he find the strength to resist and plant something 
good in the space grief has left inside him? Or will he go under? Grow is a tense 
and compelling YA novel of our current social landscape woven through with moving 
portraits of friendship, love and nature.

Luke Palmer is a poet, author and secondary school teacher. He lives in 
Wiltshire with his young family.

Keeper of Secrets Sarah J Dodd
Autumn 2021  £6.99  220pp  8-12 fiction 
World rights c/o Firefly Press.

Eleven-year-old Emily doesn’t think Badgers Cottage – where she’s moved with her 
father after her mum died – will ever be home. But there is something here that needs 
her: a bright pair of eyes in the darkness. In the middle of a fierce battle between a 
project to rewild lynx in the woods, and local farmers, Emily tries to save a motherless 
baby lynx. She has no idea how far she’ll have to go to save him.

Sarah J Dodd grew up in the north of England and gained a PhD in plant ecology before 
becoming a primary school teacher. Keeper of Secrets is her first novel.
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The Territory trilogy
Sarah Govett
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

Limited space requires limited numbers. 
It’s 2059: Fifteen-year-old Noa Blake and her friends must sit an exam to 
determine if they can stay in The Territory – the only safe land in a post global-
warming flooded Britain – or be banished to the wetlands where they will 
probably die. Can she and her friends survive and break the system which is 
sending thousands of teens to their deaths? 

An incredibly timely and brilliantly written YA series; The Territory is the winner of 
the Trinity Schools Book Award and has been optioned for TV and film.

The Territory, Escape Book 2
Oct 2016  £7.99  202pp  12+ fiction
978-1-910080-46-7 (paperback)  978-1-910080-47-4 (ebook)

The Territory
May 2015  £7.99  208pp  12+ fiction
978-1-910080-18-4 (paperback)  978-1-910080-19-1 (ebook)
WINNER of Trinity Schools Book Award (TSBA) 2018

The Territory, Truth Book 3
April 2018  £7.99  232pp  12+ fiction
978-1-910080-70-2 (paperback)  978-1-910080-71-9 (ebook)

Behind Closed Doors
Miriam Halahmy 
July 2018  £7.99  334pp  14+ fiction
978-1-910080-78-8 (paperback)
978-1-910080-79-5 (ebook)
UKBC and audio rights c/o Firefly Press

Uplifting YA novel about teenage 
homelessness, hoarding, friendship and love. 
Fifteen year olds Tasha and Josie are near-
neighbours but not friends. Yet when their 
families let them down, they find themselves 
unlikely allies in a battle for survival.

Truly heart-
wrenching!
The 1984 of our 
times. Cara, teen 
book reviewer in 
the Guardian. 

Thrilling and 
thought-
provoking.
The Times

A truly 
exceptional 
novel.
Book Trust

Govett’s humorous 
handling of plot and 
character make this 
vivid and fresh.
Guardian

Moves at a breathless pace. 
I thoroughly enjoyed it.
Anne Cassidy

YA & teen 
fiction

SARAH GOVETT

£7.99

Cover design: Anne Glenn

www.fireflypress.co.uk
Facebook/fireflypress
Twitter @fireflypress
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Noa Blake is just another normal 15 year old with exams looming. 
Except in The Territory normal isn’t normal. The richest children have 

a node on the back of their necks and can download information, 
bypassing the need to study.

In a flooded world of dwindling resources, Noa and the other 
‘Norms’ have their work cut out even to compete. And competing is 

everything – because anybody who fails the TAA exam will be shipped 
off to the Wetlands, which means a life of misery, if not certain death. 

But how to focus when your heart is being torn in two directions at once?

A thrilling and thought-provoking dystopian novel … 
with a lot to say about our education system. 

The Times

‘The Territory had me hooked from page one... The tension was almost too 
much to bear ... an accomplished and compelling debut.’ 

SB Hayes (Poison Heart and Don’t Look Back) 

‘A page turner with cinematic qualities... ’ 
Zoe Toft (Playing by the Book) 

ISBN 9781910080184

Limited 
space 

requires 
limited 

numbers

‘Brilliantly plotted, 
utterly gripping’ 

Gemma Malley

A gripping debut novel, the first in a trilogy, shortlisted for 
The Times/ Chicken House Children’s Fiction Prize 

5th June 2059
TAA exam: need to study

Miriam Halahmy 
writes novels, short 
stories and poetry. 
Hidden (2011) was 
nominated for the 
CILIP Carnegie Medal 
and was Sunday 
Times Children’s Book of the Week.

Fiction 
for 8-12s

Vanessa Harbour is 
Senior Lecturer in 
Creative Writing at the 
university in Winchester. 
She is academic and 
business consultant 
at the Golden Egg 
Academy. Flight is her 
first novel.

Flight
Vanessa Harbour
August 2018  £6.99  224pp  9-12 fiction
978-1-910080-76-4 (paperback)  978-1-910080-77-1 (ebook)
World rights c/o Firefly Press / US rights sold

Longlisted for the Branford Boase First Children’s Book 
Award
Shortlisted for the Sheffield Children’s Book Award
Read for Empathy recommended read 2020 

A thrilling MG WWII adventure. Can Jakob and Kizzy escape with 
the Lipizzaner stallions over the mountains, away from the Nazi 
officer who wants to kill them all?

Aubrey and the
Terrible Ladybirds
May 2017  £7.99  244pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-50-4 (paperback)
978-1-910080-51-1 (ebook)
World English rights c/o Firefly Press 

Sunday Times Children’s Book of the Week
Longlisted for the UKLA Children’s Book Awards 2017
Nominated for the Carnegie Medal 2018 

The second in the Aubrey series: Aubrey finds himself on a 
mission to save the world, starting with Rushing Wood!

Aubrey and the Terrible Yoot
Horatio Clare, Illustrated by Jane Matthews
May 2015  £7.99  212pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-28-3 (paperback)  978-1-910080-29-0 (ebook) 
World English rights c/o Firefly Press

Winner of the Branford Boase first children’s novel Award 2016
Winner of the FCBG North Somerset Teachers’ Books Awards, quality fiction
Longlisted for the CILIP Carnegie Medal 2017
Longlisted for the UKLA Children’s Book Awards 2017
Shortlisted for the Awesome Book Awards and the Surrey Libraries Children’s Book 
Award 2017

Aubrey is a rambunctious boy who tries to run before he can walk and has crashed two 
cars before he’s old enough to drive one. But when his father falls under an horrendous 
spell, Aubrey is determined to break it.

Horatio Clare's first book, 
Running for the Hills, won a 
Somerset Maugham Award, 
was longlisted for the Guardian 
First Book Award and saw 
him shortlisted for the Sunday 
Times Young Writer of the Year. 
His subsequent books include: 
A Single Swallow, Down to 
the Sea in Ships, winner of the 
Stanford Dolman Travel Book 
of the Year.

Coming
in 2021:

Aubrey and
the Terrible

Spiders

Ant Clancy – 
Games Detective
Ruth Morgan
July 2019  £6.99
200pp  9-12 fiction
978-1-910080-99-3 (pb)
978-1-913102-00-5 (eb)

World rights c/o Firefly Press

The Jewelled 
Jaguar
Sharon Tregenza
September 2017  £6.99
200pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-64-1 (pb)
978-1-910080-65-8 (eb)

World rights c/o Firefly Press

The Shiver Stone
Sharon Tregenza
August 2019  £6.99
182pp  8-12 fiction
978-1-910080-08-5 (pb)
978-1-910080-09-2 (eb)

World rights c/o Firefly Press
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Purge Kat Ellis
September 2016  £7.99  328pp  15+ fiction
978-1-910080-40-5 (paperback)  978-1-910080-41-2 (ebook)
World English rights c/o Firefly Press

A gripping futuristic thriller - can Mason and Eden survive the lies 
that surround them?

Three Strikes
Lucy Christopher, Kat Ellis and Rhian Ivory
October 2018  £7.99  358pp  14+ fiction
978-1-910080-86-3 (paperback)  978-1-910080-87-0 (ebook)
World English rights c/o Firefly Press

‘Three unsettling but thoroughly compelling new stories from the 
Grand High Witches of thrilling YA.’ CJ Skuse
A red eye blinks in the darkness; a hidden door opens to a lost crypt; a life 
is held in the light of a flickering flame... Welcome to THREE STRIKES – 
three dark and chilling tales from three acclaimed YA authors.

Lucy Christopher is the author of Stolen, which won the Branford Boase 
Award 2010 in the UK and the 2010 Gold Inky in Australia. Her other 
titles include Flyaway, The Killing Woods and Storm Wake.

Blackfin Sky Kat Ellis
May 2014  £7.99  328pp  13+ fiction
978-1-910080-00-9 (paperback)  978-1-910080-01-6 (ebook)
UKBC rights c/o Firefly Press

Nothing Stays Buried in Blackfin...

When Skylar Rousseau falls from Blackfin Pier and drowns on her 
sixteenth birthday, the whole town goes into mourning — until 
she shows up three months later like nothing happened.

Kay Ellis lives in north 
Wales. Her first two books, 
Blackfin Sky and Breaker 
were also published by 
Running Press in the US. 
Her new book, Harrow 
Lake, will be published this 
year by PRH.

Hope Rhian Ivory
September 2017  £7.99
978-1-910080-62-7 (paperback)  978-1-910080-63-4 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

A novel about music, family and having the courage to ask for help. 

The Boy who Drew the Future
Rhian Ivory
September 2015  £7.99  254pp  11+ fiction
978-1-910080-26-9 (paperback)  978-1-910080-27-6 (ebook)
UK and Commonwealth rights c/o Firefly Press

Nominated for the CILIP Carnegie Medal

Compelling thriller: Can the future be redrawn?

Rhian got her first publishing deal 
at 26. Hope is her sixth novel. 
She is a National Trust writer 
in residence and a Patron of 
Reading in Buckinghamshire. 

YA & teen 
fiction

Backlist

Also from Firefly Press
www.fireflypress.co.uk for full details

Scrambled Huw Davies
Finalist Heart of Hawick Children’s book 
Award 2017, Junior Fiction category
£6.99  pb 978-1-910080-36-8
eb 978-1-910080-375
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Fug and the Thumps
Malachy Doyle
£5.99  pb 978-1-910080-68-9
eb 978-1-910080-69-6
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Lost on Mars
Paul Magrs
£7.99  pb 978-1-910080-22-1
eb 978-1-910080-23-8
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

The Martian Girl Book 2
Paul Magrs
£7.99  pb 978-1-910080-44-3
eb 978-1-910080-45-0
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

The Heart of Mars Book 3
Paul Magrs
£7.99  pb 978-1-910080-58-0
eb 978-1-910080-59-7
World rights c/o Firefly Press 

Alien Rain
Ruth Morgan 
£7.99  pb 978-1-910080-38-2
eb 978-1-910080-39-9
World all languages rights c/o Firefly 
Press

Dog Town
Lu ze Pastore illustrated by
Reinis P tersons. Translated by
Žanete V vere Pasqualini  
£6.99  pb 978-1-910080-72-6
World English rights c/o Firefly press

White Petals
Maria Grace
£7.99  pb 978-1-910080-24-5
eb 978-1-910080-25-2
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Early Readers

The Flying Bedroom
Heather Dyer, ill. Chloe Douglas
£5.99  pb 978-1-910080-02-3
eb 978-1-910080-03-0
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Joe and the Adventure Door Pirates 
Laura Sheldon, ill. Erica Jane Waters
£6.95  pb 978-1-910080-73-3 
World rights and audio c/o Firefly Press

Dragonfly is a series of illustrated
stories for 7-9 year olds. 

Arthur and Me
Sarah Todd Taylor, ill. Peter Stevenson
£4.99  pb 978-1-910080-14-6
eb 978-1-910080-15-3
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Dragon Gold Trilogy Pack
Shoo Rayner
Includes Dragon Gold, Dragon White 
and Dragon Red
£14.99  pb 978-1-910080-61-0
World rights c/o Firefly press

Pete and the Five-a-Side Vampires
Malachy Doyle, ill. Hannah Doyle
£5.99  pb 978-1-910080-10-8
eb 978-1-910080-11-5
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Steve and the Singing Pirates
Dan Anthony, ill. Huw Aaron
£5.99  pb 978-1-910080-32-0
eb 978-1-910080-33-7
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Dottie Blanket and the Hilltop
Wendy Meddour, ill. Mina May
£4.99  pb 978-1-910080-12-2
eb 978-1-910080-13-9
World rights c/o Firefly Press

Fiction for 10+

Fiction for 14+

7-9 Fiction




